### CEMENT FIELD TICKET AND TREATMENT REPORT

**Date:** 9/6/2013

**Customer Name:**

**Job Type:**

**Customer Account #:**

**Well No.:**

**Location:**

**Contact:**

**Dispatch Location:**

**Time:**

**Description** | **Rate (bpm)** | **Volume (bbl)** | **Pressure** | **Notes**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
ARRIVE ON LOC |  |  |  |  
SAFTY MTG AND RIG UP |  |  |  |  
PRESSURE TEST TO 3K |  |  |  |  
EST CIRC WITH H2O RUNNING 1098LBS | 4 | 10 | 100 |  
RUN 130 SX OF LEAD CMT | 5 | 34 | 100 | RAN 40 
RUN 75 SX OF TAIL CMT | 5 | 19 | 100 | RAN 20 
RELEASE PLUG AND DISPL | 6 | 137.8 | 500 |  
LAND PLUG |  |  | 1500 |  
NO CMT TO SURF |  |  |  |  

**Amount of Cement Left in Casing:** 0 ft

**Remarks:**

NO CMT TO SURF. CMT FIG TO BE APPROX 500' ABOVE XOP. PUTTING IT AT APPROX 1720.

LAND PLUG 1000 PSI OVER RUNNING PRESSURE MAKING IT 1500W WHEN RELEASED FLOWED BACK 758BL AND STOP HOLDING GOOD.

WASH UP AND RIG DOWN LEAVING PC AND MANIFOLD.

THANK YOU

---

**WET AND DRY SAMPLES TAKEN**